IDEAS | FLAVOURS | EXPERIENCES
TALLINN, ESTONIA
12TH NOVEMBER 2018 | MAIN DAY

ABOUT
On 12th November 2018, prior to the announcement of the best
restaurants in the Baltics at Tallinn Creative Hub, a world class
culinary seminar program featuring speakers from the global
hospitality world took place. Titled Ideas | Flavours |
Experiences the first part of the seminar touched upon topics
such as restaurant marketing strategies, international PR
opportunities and pitfalls, and concluded with a lunch prepared
by Estonia's glory - chef Peeter Pihel after launching his first
book My Home Land And Sea from the stage.

The second part of the seminar was dedicated to flavours and
experiences with the attendees being able to sample and hear
from #1 bartender in the world at the purpose built Belvedere
Lounge, pick up innovative mocktails from the adjacent Coca-Cola
Lounge, get their caffeine fix at Jungent Coffee Lounge and taste
unique broths at Food Studio's pop up. On stage, chefs,
sommeliers and restaurateurs shared their success stories and
inspired the next generation. The evening concluded with the
announcement of the White Guide Top 30 restaurants in the
Baltics.

SPEAKERS
Ryan Chetiyawardana, Mr. Lyan (UK)
Ragnar Eiriksson, formerly Restaurant Dill* (Iceland)
Artur Kazaritski, Restaurant Geranium*** (Denmark)
Johannes Schellhorn, Restaurant Nobelhart&Schmutzig* (Germany)
James Hacon, Think Hospitality (UK)
Argot Murelius, 12 Forward by White Guide (USA/Sweden)
Carla Capalbo, freelance journalist (Italy/UK)
Anya Seeberg Liaaen, Nord Magazine (Norway)
Virginia Ann Newton, Restaurant Geranium*** (Denmark)
Matias Glusman, HoReCa Academy (Poland)
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11TH - 14TH NOVEMBER 2018 | SPECIAL EVENTS

MR. LYAN & NOA CHEF'S HALL COLLABORATION DINNER
11 November. The evening before the main day Mr. Lyan paired up with the #1
kitchen team in the Baltics - Orm Oja and Tõnis Siigur from NOA Chef's Hall - to
replicate the ethos of Cub, his restaurant in London, where drinks have an equal say
at the table.

MR. LYAN BALTICS TOUR
13 & 14 November. After Mr. Lyan had delivered his spectacular masterclass in Tallinn,
we travelled with him to Riga and Vilnius on the subsequent days to hold similar
showcases for the local bar community.

ARTUR KAZARITSKI (GERANIUM***) RESIDENCY
12 November. The sous chef from Copenhagen's Geranium, whose roots are in
Estonia, cooked a special nostalgic tray dinner that paid homage to his heritage at
the restaurant on site: Korsten Armastus & Hea Toit.

BARMAN COMPETITION
12 November. The best barmen in the country were put to work by having to choose
ingredients from the Craft Drinks Festival. The creator of the best cocktail was
announced during the evening program.

BEST ESTONIAN BEER SOMMELIER COMPETITION
12 November. A very meticulous competition was held to weave out the best beer
sommelier in Estonia. The winner was announced during the evening program.
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